Detection of disease markers in human breath with laser absorption spectroscopy
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Number of trace compounds (called biomarkers), which occur in human breath, provide an information about individual feature of the body, as well as on the state of its health. In this paper we present the results of experiments about detection of certain biomarkers using laser absorption spectroscopy methods of high sensitivity. For NO, OCS, C₂H₆, NH₃, CH₄, CO and CO(CH₃)₂ an analysis of the absorption spectra was performed. The influence of interferents contained in exhaled air was considered. Optimal wavelengths of the detection were found and the solutions of the sensors, as well as the obtained results were presented. For majority of the compounds mentioned above the detection limits applicable for medicine were achieved. The experiments showed that the selected optoelectronic techniques can be applied for screening devices providing early diseases detection.
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1. Introduction

In air exhaled from human lungs, beside the main gases (N₂, O₂, CO₂, H₂O), about 2000 various compounds were already detected [1,2]. Breath composition depends on individual patient feature, as well as on the state of his health. An excess of several compounds (called biomarkers) is related to certain diseases.

Fast progress in development of breath analysis methods is observed recently. This activity is motivated by the great potential of disease diagnosis or therapy monitoring. In many cases the determination of biomarkers concentration provides opportunity of disease diagnosis at early state, which makes these methods useful for screening. Moreover, such medical investigation is simple, painless, distressful and non-invasive [3,4].

There is a variety of gas sensing techniques that are useful for this application. Gas chromatography combined with mass spectrometry and ion mobility spectrometry belong to the most versatile methods of breath composition investigation [5–9]. Other techniques like chemiluminescence [1], fiber optoelectronic sensing [10], proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry [11], selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry [12–18], and electrochemical sensing or the electronic noses [19,20] are also widely used for this purpose. Nevertheless, there is still a need to look for a cheap, sensitive and an accurate technique which leads to the use of small, affordable, easy-to-use equipment for medical screening. The techniques mentioned above are not applicable for these purposes. For instance, the treatment of a single sample with gas chromatography is time consuming (about 30–60 min.) and requires expensive equipment maintained by specialized staff. Application of optical methods, e.g., laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS) provides opportunity for fast and sensitive detection of certain compounds in a breath. Progress in optoelectronic technologies opens new capabilities of a trace matter detection in gases. It also leads to development of the efficient methods of breath investigation. Moreover, continuous development in optoelectronics causes miniaturization of optical apparatus which leads to the construction of desktop systems.

In this paper we present results of our investigations on optical detection of biomarkers in breath. The main goal was to achieve substantial progress in early diagnosis of diseases due to application of a low cost and simple in maintenance equipment for the fast medical investigation. Their final goal will be the design of instrument for test screening in internal medicine doctors’ cabinets, clinics and in consulting-rooms. Such instruments can be implemented to the clinical practice as the early-warning, simple and low cost table top systems for disease detection in a real time. Simultaneously the instruments should be characterized by the sensitivity required for medical application. Therefore, the expensive solutions,
which are commonly used in scientific laboratories, consisting in complicated both light sources and detection systems, should be replaced by the devices that are offered (or will be offered in the nearest future) by contemporary optoelectronics.

2. Experimental setups

The detection of gas compounds using LAS methods consists in a measurement of light attenuation in a cell containing the investigated sample [21]. Selective detection of certain biomarkers in human breath requires optical radiation which is matched to a specific spectral line (so called fingerprint) of the compound of interest. Biomarkers belong to the group of compounds which occur in breath within the concentration range from ppt to ppm.

As a result of the large number of the compounds, their absorption spectra might overlap biomarker fingerprints and disturb the measurement. The spectra of main constituents of air N₂ and O₂ usually do not interfere with the spectra of the molecules of interest, but carbon dioxide and water vapour are the main interfering species. CO₂ and H₂O are characterized by broad absorption bands and occur in breath at high concentration (up to 5% each at human body temperature). Other compounds, like CO, methane, ammonia and formaldehyde, which might reach relatively high concentrations should also be taken into account. Therefore, the art of selection of wavelengths and circumstances for optical detection for certain biomarkers consists of minimization of such interferences’ influence.

Infrared is the most useful spectral range for optical detection of small molecules (that are the main target of this investigation). For such compounds, the absorption spectrum consists of bands, containing sets of narrow lines corresponding to quantum transitions between ro-vibronic levels of fundamental electronic state [22]. Using the spectroscopy the sensitive detection requires laser radiation that is precisely tuned to the peak of a selected line of the compound of interest. Those enable monitoring of specific markers existing in human breath at low mixing ratio and distinguish them among other interfering species.

In many cases the fingerprint line of certain molecule might not exhibit sufficiently its absorption among the interfering species. Such example is shown in Fig. 1(a) for nitric oxide. Fingerprint lines of this compound are located within the range of 5.260–5.266 μm. Maximum of the absorption corresponds to the wavelength value of 5.263 μm, however at normal pressure it is dominated by absorption bands of water vapour (almost over 45 times) and carbon dioxide (more than three times). The reduction of H₂O concentrations by the factor of 30 using a humidifier [23] does not improve the detection capabilities.

Molecular collisions are mainly responsible for the spectral line shapes in the air samples [24]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the collisionally broadened lines of CO₂ and H₂O perform a broad background which overrides the weak absorption spectrum of nitric oxide. Therefore, diminishing the air pressure in the sample is an approach that can efficiently reduce disturbance by the interferents. In Fig. 1(b) the relevant spectra of NO with H₂O and CO₂ at a pressure of 0.1 atm. were shown. Pressure broadening was reduced about 10 times. The backgrounds of H₂O and CO₂ were lowered about two orders of magnitude. In such circumstances, NO concentration of
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1Morbid level of CO and CH₄ corresponds to 10 ppm; for NH₃ and H₂CO it can reach 2 ppm and 0.6 ppm, respectively.

2Dense ro-vibronic lines of heavy molecules can overlap and constitute broad bands in IR range which makes problematic their selective detection.
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Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of NO and main interferents at the pressure of 1 atm (a) and 0.1 atm (b).
5 ppb at the wavelength of 5.262961 μm might be detected. Subsequent reduction of H2O concentration using Nafion humidifier3 provides the opportunity to measure NO concentration with precision of 0.2 ppb, i.e., to monitor this compound in breath of healthy man.

As far as the breath compounds are usually characterized by a low absorption coefficient, the most sensitive techniques of absorption measurement are applied for the detection. Multipass spectroscopy (MUPASS), cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) and wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) are the most useful for these applications. Schemes of such experimental systems are presented in Fig. 2. Their operation idea was described in details in the publications [25,26]. Moreover, photoacoustics spectroscopy (PAS) and its modification – quartz enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) – are applied.

Briefly, CRDS [Fig. 2(a)] exploits the experimental cell in the form of optical resonator (cavity) built with mirrors of very high reflectivity [28–30]. The measurement of absorption coefficient of the sample contained inside consists in determination of the resonator quality (Q-factor) using laser radiation tuned to spectral line of the compound of interest. The Q-factor is found due to the analysis of a photoreceiver signal by the acquisition system. Then, the quality is compared with the case when the resonator is filled with a reference gas (without the absorber). The absorption coefficient below 10^-9 cm^-1 can be observed.

The measurement of the Q-factor is usually carried out within two-step process. First, the decay time $\tau_0$ of lasers’ radiation in the cavity without the absorber is found. Then, the cavity is filled with investigated air sample and the respective decay time $\tau_A$ is determined. The absorption coefficient is calculated using the formula

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{c} \left( \frac{1}{\tau_A} - \frac{1}{\tau_0} \right)$$

where $c$ denotes the light speed. Concentration of the absorber is found due to the relation: $N_A = \alpha/\sigma_A$, where $\sigma_A$ is the absorption cross section.

Several modifications of CRDS were developed. The best result might be achieved with continuous wave single mode lasers while the peaks of narrowband absorption lines. This technique, so called, CW-CRDS uses cw laser with beam externally AM modulated with frequency of tens of kilohertz [31,32]. Signal to noise ratio of the system might be increased many times when the cavity mode is precisely matched to laser frequency [33, 34]. However such technique leads to system complexity. In this case the Q-factor is often determined due to analysis of a phase shift which occurs between input and output signals of the cavity. The phase shift $\Delta \phi$ is caused by the radiation storage in the cavity. Its relation to the photon lifetime in the resonator is expressed by the formula: $\tau g(\Delta \phi) = 2\pi/\tau$, where $\mu$ denotes the modulation frequency. Then, the absorber concentration can be determined using Eq. (1).

Other solutions, like off-axis arrangement of the resonator, Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) or Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (CEAS) enable solving the problems related to cavity and laser frequency matching [35, 36].

In multipass spectroscopy [MUPASS – Fig. 2(b)] the high sensitivity is achieved due to light path lengthening in the experimental cell containing the investigated gas sample. The cell is ended with two concave mirrors with broadband coatings. Laser beam is introduced through a small hole in one mirror and then multiplies reflects among the mirrors. Due to that solution the light path might be lengthened tens or even hundreds times inside the sample in comparison with common single-pass spectroscopy. Then, the beam leaves the cell through the same or the other hole in the mirror and reaches
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3 Drying of air sample might be performed with thin Nafion membranes (Perma Pure LLC), however their influence on certain biomarker contains is a matter of investigation.
the photodetector. The absorption coefficient is found from Lambert – Beer absorption law.

Simultaneously the technique, called wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS), is usually applied. The laser wavelength is periodically varied within the absorption line profile. Such wavelength modulation induces the amplitude modulation of the light beam passing through the cell with the absorber. The relevant periodical changes occur in the photodetector output signal which is then demodulated with a lock-in amplifier. The signal amplitude is proportional to the absorption coefficient. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy improves the selectivity and enlarges the immunity of detection process to noises and interferences. Using both MUPASS and WMS the absorption sensitivities of $10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$ (and even better) are available.

3. Measurements of selected biomarkers concentrations

3.1. Nitric oxide (NO)

Nitric oxide is a biomarker of diseases like asthma, hypertension, rhinitis and various air way inflammations [37–43]. Its concentration in healthy people breath does not exceed the level of 50 ppb for adults and 35 ppb for children, according to American Thoracic Society (ATS) and European Respiratory Society (ERS) recommendation [44,45]. As it is shown in Fig. 1, NO has a strong absorption band around wavelengths of 5.26 μm. Using this spectral range nitric oxide has been already detected with sensitivity up to the ppb levels. The techniques as MUPASS – WMS [46–48], ICOS [49,50], and CALOS [51] were demonstrated.

Our experiment with nitric oxide detection in the N$_2$ was performed using CEAS technique. The optical cavity was built of two concave dielectric mirrors with CEAS procedure. The detection limit of 5 ppb can be assumed. Therefore, the sensor might be used for monitoring of NO in the air after a calibration and for the statement of dangerous cases in breath.

Further improvement of the sensor performances is predicted. Higher power QCL with very narrow emission line will be applied as the light source. Matching of its wavelength to the absorption peak at 5.262961 μm [Fig. 1(b)] and reducing the air pressure (to about 0.1 atm) would significantly improve the detection limit.

3.2. Carbonyl Sulfide (OCS)

Carbonyl sulfide occurs in breath of healthy individuals with concentration values from 3 ppt to 30 ppb. For an unhealthy man, however, these values might reach the level about tens or even hundreds times higher [52]. This compound is known as a biomarker for cystic fibrosis, liver failure and acute rejection of transplanted lungs [53,54]. OCS molecule has absorption peaks within the spectral range of 3.3–5.5 μm. The detection limits of 0.5 ppb in breath [55] and 7 ppt in ambient air [56] were already published.

In Fig. 4 the spectrum of OCS together with spectra of the main interferents contained in human breath are presented near the wavelength of 4.875 μm. At the concentration of 30 ppb the absorption coefficient of carbonyl sulfide dominates here over the interferents’ spectra. As one can see, using the laser tuned to the peak of OCS line, the precision of the measurement better than 15 ppb can be obtained. Further analysis of HITRAN database [22] shows, that 10-times reduction of sample pressure would provide the detection limit of 0.5 ppb due to the narrowing of spectral lines. In this case the wavelength shift of the absorption line also takes place and the precise laser tuning to the wavelength to 4.877716 μm should be applied.

![Fig. 3. Calibration of NO sensor.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Absorption spectrum of OCS near 4.875 μm together with spectra of main interferents in breath.](image2)
Our approach to OCS detection in the N$_2$ was performed using the similar experimental setup as the described in previous chapter. Optical cavity equipped with mirrors of ~0.9998 reflectivity (CRD Optics Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) and the pulsed parametric oscillator PG711-DFG-SH from the Ekspla Company (Vilnius, Lithuania) was used. The experiment was performed in pure air. The results are presented in Fig. 5. Nice linearity between the assumed concentration and the absorption coefficient was received. The detection limit might be evaluated as better than 1 ppb, however the measurement range was limited by the precision of the gas generator.

The spectrum analysis and the experiment have shown that even using a relatively simple system the sensitivity sufficient for the statement of dangerous concentration (> 30 ppb) in human breath can be achieved. More advanced setup with reduced pressure and with single mode QC lasers tuned to the peak of the absorption line would provide the opportunity to monitor OCS in breath with the detection limit better than 1 ppb.

### 3.3. Ethane (C$_2$H$_6$)

Ethane is an inflammatory marker in the exhaled air. It might be also used as an indicator of vitamin E deficiency, as well as for identification of chronic respiratory diseases [57], cells oxidative stress [58] or an indication of scleroderma and cystic fibrosis [59–62]. Its concentration in a normal human breath is about 0.12 ppb, while in unhealthy case it reaches the range of 3.5 ppb [63]. The detection limit of 100 ppt was reported at the spectral range of 2.6–4.0 μm [63–65].

Absorption spectrum of ethane is presented in Fig. 6, together with spectra of the main interferents in breath. The presented ethane line corresponds to maximal absorption in the wavelength range of 3–4 μm. Water vapour and CO$_2$ are the most interfering compounds.

Both preclude observation of C$_2$H$_6$ at atmospheric pressure [Fig. 6(a)]. The peak of ethane absorption coefficient ($\lambda = 3.34816$ μm) is dominated by these interferents. Moreover, the measurement may be also disturbed by formaldehyde which might occur in breath of healthy men with the concentration even of 0.6 ppm.

Successful measurement of ethane concentration in human breath requires reduction of sample pressure [0.1 atm, Fig. 6(b)]. In this case a significant separation of absorption lines takes place due to reduction of their collisional broadening. Absorption coefficient of C$_2$H$_6$ dominates even in the interferents presence. Preliminary drying of the sample with Nafion membranes, which reduce water vapor amount about 30 times, further minimizes H$_2$O interference. Due to that the observation of the ethane concentration of 3.5 ppb is possible using the laser tuned to 3.348151 μm. The detection limit of hundreds of ppt is available, even in the case of relatively high formaldehyde concentration.
Ethane is characterized by a relatively low absorption coefficient. Therefore, for its detection the most sensitive method – CEAS - must be used. The test of our measuring system was performed using the reference gas samples prepared with 491M type KIN-TEK gas generator. CRDS setup with the optical cavity described earlier was applied. Pulsed parametric generator PG711-DFG-SH tuned to 3.348 μm was used as a light source. The test results are presented in Fig. 7. Similarly as in previous case, a good linearity between assumed concentration values and data obtained using CEAS was achieved.

3.4. Ammonia (NH₃)

Normal concentration of ammonia in human breath is in the range of 0.25–2.9 ppm [66]. However, the excessive concentration might suggest renal failure, Helicobacter Pyroli and oral cavity disease [67–68]. The highest sensitivities of ammonia detection using LAS setup can be achieved in 10–11 μm range, because of the largest values of the absorption cross section. The detection limits reaching the values of tens and single ppb’s were already achieved by several groups [69,70], with MUPASS – WMS. In this spectral range the ammonia spectra are interfered by CO₂ and H₂O and sample drying and pressure reduction are necessary.

The experiment with ammonia was performed using PAS setup at the Rice University Laser Science Group Laboratory with contribution of one of the authors (J.W.) of this paper [71]. The measurement was carried out with EC-QCL laser system (Daylight Solution) tuned to 10.358 μm absorption line. Wavelength modulation and 2f detection was used. The setup provided detection limit of ~3 ppb at a pressure of 600 Torr.

In Fig. 8 the shape of ammonia line registered using this PAS system is presented. Lower gas pressure ensured narrower gas absorption lines, but also lower PAS signal. It was because the energy transfer from excited molecules by means of a non-radiative processes is more efficient at higher pressures and leads to a stronger acoustic wave.

Detection of biomarkers at the shorter wavelengths is more comfortable because of a large variety of available laser sources, optical elements, and photodetectors. The measurements of ammonia around 1.51 μm, were demonstrated using CEAS technique [72]. The detection limit of 18 ppb in a reference gas was obtained.

We found, that suitable wavelengths for ammonia detection are also the lines at 1.5270005 μm and 1.5270409 μm. The NH₃ absorption coefficient (at 2 ppm) reaches here about 3.5×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹ and the experimental techniques like MUPASS – WMS can be effectively used. In this range water vapour and carbon dioxide interferences are about 50 times weaker; therefore, the detection limit of hundreds of ppb is available. Sample drying or pressure reduction are not necessary to use, then the sensor construction and maintaining is cheaper and simpler than in mid-infrared (MIR) range.

Our ammonia sensor worked at the lines presented in Fig. 9. The detection was performed with MUPASS – WMS system described in Chapter 2 [Fig. 2(b)]. Single mode diode laser (Toptica, model DL100, 20 mW) was used as a light source. The laser wavelength was modulated at a right wing of NH₃ line within the wavelengths of 1.5270–1.5271 μm and a frequency of about 1 kHz. Precise AGF3102 digital generator (Tektronix) was used for this purpose in order to achieve good repeatability of the data. Laser beam intensities were measured at both input and output of the multipass system with PDA10DT photodetectors (InGaAs – Thorlabs) and collected with SRS 830 lock-in voltmeters. The data were averaged over 1 min.
Mixtures of ammonia in air were prepared with the system build of flow mass controllers (BetaErg). The system was supplied from a bottle of water free ammonia of the highest purity and from a bottle with filtered air. Concentrations of the mixtures were calculated using flow controllers settings, because any independent system of the mixtures characterization was not available. In order to achieve NH₃ concentration of several ppm and lower two step dilution of pure ammonia was necessary. The measurement was performed at the atmospheric pressure. In order to avoid the measurement disturbing by NH₃ molecules adsorbed on the walls (and then desorbed), the sensor was kept at the temperature of 50°C.

The results are presented in Fig. 10. The sensor provides proper results for NH₃ concentrations up to about 1 ppm. For lower values the deviation from linear characteristics is observed. This is probably a result of poor regulation of reference concentration inside the sensor due to (mentioned above) NH₃ deposit on the walls of the system. That causes a systematic error of the measured data. Nevertheless, our multipass sensor is suitable for rough monitoring of this compound in the exhaled air and for detection of morbid states (> 2.9 ppm).

3.5. Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide is a biomarker of hyperbilirubina, oxidative stress, respiratory infections, and asthma [73–77]. It is also used to monitor bilirubin production in smoking cessation and access the lung diffusion capacity. Its concentration in healthy man breath should not exceed the value of 10 ppm, nevertheless in some cases (for smokers) it can reach 20 ppm [78]. The best detection limits of CO in human breath (reaching hundreds and tens of ppb) were demonstrated in the spectral range of 4.6–5 μm using MUPASS – WMS approach [79].

Although the MIR spectroscopic systems of CO detection are characterized by the best detection limit, these solutions require the use of quantum cascade lasers, specialized photodetectors and optical materials. Looking for cheap solutions, suitable for screening investigation, it is reasonable to construct the sensors working in near-infrared (NIR) range. One can expect lower sensitivity but still enough for effective monitoring of CO in human breath, where the morbid level reaches 10 ppm. A profit consists in easily available and relatively cheap diode lasers, photodetectors (photodiodes, much more sensitive than for MIR spectral range) and standard optics. The measurement with the sensitivity of 900 ppb at the wavelength of 1.564 μm was already reported [80].

The analysis of HITRAN database [22] shows however, that CO absorption lines in 1.56–1.57 μm range are weak and strongly affected by H₂O and CO₂. More efficient detection can be performed in the spectral range of 2.33 μm (Fig. 11).
The absorption line of 2.33372 μm is the best candidate: its absorption coefficient at 10 ppm reaches the value of 4.4×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹, i.e., about 50 times higher than at 1.56 μm. High value of the absorption provides opportunity using MUPASS – WMS system. The interference by water vapour is about 200 times weaker and for CO₂ this effect is negligible. The detection limit might be reduced only in the case of methane presence in the sample, but even at morbid level of CH₄ (10 ppm) its interference is about 30 times weaker than the absorption of CO.

Figure 12 presents the results of our CO sensor investigation. The mixtures were prepared with the system constructed of flow mass controllers that was described in previous chapter. Good linear correlation between data supplied by the gas mixing system and the sensor was observed within the concentration range of 0.4–100 ppm⁴. That is sufficient for CO monitoring in human breath for both morbid case and healthy man case.

3.6. Methane (CH₄)

Mean methane concentration in ambient air is about 1.7 ppm. Its concentration in exhaled air is about 3–8 ppm, but the upper limit for healthy man can reach 10 ppm. The excess of CH₄ concentration has been identified as a biomarker of colonic fermentation and intestinal problems [81].

Methane can be observed in NIR and MIR spectral ranges. Sensitive detection was already performed near wavelengths of 7.8 μm and the range of 3.3–3.5 μm with WMS and single pass spectrophotometry [80]. The detection limit of 0.5 ppm was achieved. It is sufficient to monitor CH₄ in human breath. In near infrared (1.63 μm) the obtained limit was 6 ppm using 0.3 mW laser and photoacoustic system [82].

We found that the range of 2.25 μm is much more profitable than the 1.63 μm one (Fig. 13). Although the absorption coefficient of methane for both cases is similar (~1.2×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹ at the concentration of 10 ppm), the region of shorter wavelengths is strongly affected by carbon dioxide band (α = 0.9×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹) [22].

Such interference is much weaker for the line of 2.25366 μm, since the absorption coefficients by CO₂ and H₂O are more than three orders of magnitude lower. Ammonia, which could occur in breath, might reduce the detection limit of methane to parts of ppm. Our observation of CO in air was performed in the MUPASS – WMS system described above. As a light source, cw single mode DFB-diode laser was used. Triangle shaped modulation of diode current enabled periodic scanning of laser wavelength over CH₄ absorption line. The observation was performed for two cases: with the scanning from the line peak to its right wing, (i.e., within the range of 2.25366–2.2537 μm) or with modulation across the line (i.e., the wavelengths from 2.2536 to 2.2537 μm). The registration was made at the first or the second harmonic, respectively. Laser tuning signal was produced by digital generator (Tektronix).

Mixtures of the gases were prepared with the system build of flow mass controllers which was described above. The measurements were performed at the atmospheric pressure. In order to check the sensor capabilities below the level limited by amount of methane in atmosphere, CH₄ the mixtures were prepared with spectrally pure argon as carrier gas.

Investigation results of the multipass methane sensor are presented in Fig. 14. Good linear characteristics was observed
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⁴A gap that occurs in Fig. 12 between two series of the experimental points (i.e., for the concentrations ≤ 4 ppm and the concentrations ≥ 6 ppm) follows from a systematic error by gas supplying system. Large concentrations are produced due to a single step dilution of CO in carrier gas (air it his case), while for small concentrations the two-step dilution was required.
for both low and high concentrations. The precision of measurement was better than 0.1 ppm. As it was mentioned above, the concentration of methane in breath of a healthy man should not exceed 10 ppm. Therefore, such simple optical system fulfils well the requirement of precise sensor for monitoring of CH₄ in the exhaled air.

3.7. Acetone (CO(CH₃)₂)

Acetone can occur in the exhaled air of healthy man with a concentration of 0.39 to 0.85 ppm [66, 83–85]. The concentration exceeding the value of 1.4 ppm might suggest diabetes, but it also occurs in breath of children who are on a high-fat diet for the treatment of epilepsy [86]. This compound can also serve as an indicator of congestive heart failure and cardiac index [87,88].

Acetone may be detected using 0.266 μm radiation (Fig. 15) [89], however the observations at NIR spectral region were reported, as well. CRDS is the best technique for this purpose due to a weak absorption coefficient (about 1.7×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹) in the UV spectral range at the limit of a morbid level. Such system was already demonstrated by Wang et al. [89–91]. Spectral fingerprints of acetone in the deep UV down to 115 nm were also reported [92].

Acetone may be detected using 0.266 μm radiation (Fig. 15) [89], however the observations at NIR spectral region were reported, as well. CRDS is the best technique for this purpose due to a weak absorption coefficient (about 1.7×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹) in the UV spectral range at the limit of morbid level. Such system was already demonstrated by Wang et al. [89–91]. Spectral fingerprints of acetone in the deep UV down to 115 nm were also reported [92].

The wavelength of 0.266 μm seems to be very suitable for acetone detection. Relatively cheap, pulsed or cw diode pumped solid state lasers (IV harmonic of YAG) are commercially available for this wavelength. No precise tuning to the broad absorption spectrum of acetone is necessary. Light detection might be performed with low noise solar blind photomultipliers. Neither water vapour nor carbon monoxide affect the CO(CH₃)₂ spectrum (Fig. 15). That simplifies sensor construction and makes it relatively cheap. However, despite of these advantages, the achievement of low detection limit finds the obstacles here. Rayleigh scattering in air is the main interfering phenomenon. The scattering at 0.266 μm dominates the absorption coefficient of acetone while it reaches the value of 2×10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹ [93]. As far as both CRDS and multipass spectroscopy provide the extinction coefficient of the sample, the radiation scattering cannot be distinguished from the absorption using these methods.

The achievement of a low detection limit using CRDS is also problematic at 0.266 μm. Reflection coefficient of the mirrors that are commonly available on the market does not exceed the value of R = 0.993. Then, the photon lifetime in a typical cavity of L = 0.5 m length: \( \tau = L/c(1-R) = 0.33 \mu s \). In such circumstances after the analysis of Eq. (1) one achieves the sensitivity limit of about 10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹ only, assuming 1% precision of photon lifetime determination.

These problems were the main reason of poor results achieved with our CRDS sensor for acetone detection (Fig. 16). The measurement was done with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser generating at the fourth harmonics. The parameters of the cavity corresponded to the ones considered in the above paragraph. The gas mixing system with flow controllers, that was described above, was used again to prepare air – acetone mixture. In this case the system was supplied from a 5 l chamber containing saturated vapour of this compound in air. The
vapour was generated with liquid acetone evaporated at room temperature [94]. Unprecise work of the gas mixing system (20%) increased the experimental error in this case.

The obstacles presented above, especially Rayleigh scattering, do not provide to imagine that such system of acetone detection in breath could be significantly improved. A reduction of the air pressure in the sample does not lead to work around this problem. In opposite to IR spectra, the absorption band in UV occurs due to the transition to a higher electronic state. This band consists of a large number of overlapping lines. Therefore, the reduction of the sample pressure would lead to a diminution of both, Rayleigh scattering efficiency and acetone absorption coefficient.

Quartz enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy seems to be the most promising system for acetone detection at 0.266 μm. The photoacoustic sensors, which principle of operation consists in converting the light energy to the acoustic signal, are sensitive for absorbed radiation only; therefore the problem of Rayleigh scattering would be automatically eliminated. Good immunity for the external acoustic noises of quartz enhanced approach, its capability to analyse small gas samples, down to 3 mm³ in volume, would guarantee a high detection limit [27,95].

4. Conclusions

Our investigation of optoelectronic laboratory setups for detection of biomarkers in human breath shows that there is an opportunity to build relatively cheap, table-top systems designated for monitoring of selected compounds using laser spectroscopy techniques. CEAS and MULTIPASS - WMS techniques are especially suitable for such constructions. The compounds that occur in the exhaled air at relatively high concentrations (ppm) resulting in relatively high absorption coefficients (~10⁻⁶ cm⁻¹) are mainly predestinated for such detection. For the sensors of such biomarkers a simple multipass cell of effective light path length of tens of meters is sufficient.
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